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horror: EXORCISMS 
Shutter by Courtney Alameda: Seventeen-year-old Micheline Helsing is 
a tetrachcromat, able to see ghosts in color and capture them on film, but 
when a routine hunt goes awry, Micheline is infected with a curse known 
as a soulchain and if she is unable to exorcise the entity in seven days, 
she will be destroyed, body and soul. 

The Merciless by Danielle Vega (series): Sofia Flores knows she 
shouldn’t have gotten involved. When she befriended Riley, Grace, and 
Alexis on her first day at school, she admired them. They said they wanted to save Brooklyn. They 
wanted to help her. Sofia didn’t realize they believed Brooklyn was possessed. Now, Riley and the 
girls are performing an exorcism on Brooklyn—but their idea of an exorcism is closer to torture than 
salvation. All Sofia wants is to get out of this house. But there is no way out. Sofia can’t go against the 
other girls . . . unless she wants to be next.  

Be Not Afraid by Cecilia Galante: Marin spends a lot of time avoiding things. She avoids thinking 
about her mother's suicide and what she could have done to prevent it. She avoids looking at people 
directly-because she can see their pain as bright, colorful shapes. And she avoids Cassie Jackson, 
who used her in a sinister ritual months ago, although Marin's not exactly sure why. When Cassie 
stands up at school, screaming, raking her nails down her cheeks, and pointing a finger at Marin, 
whispering "YOU," Marin's days of avoidance come to an abrupt end. Cassie's older brother believes 
that Marin holds the secret to Cassie's illness. So they team up to solve the mystery of what Cassie 
has unleashed. But as they look deeper into the darkness and things begin to go bump in the night, 
can Marin trust what she sees? 

The Demon Catchers of Milan by Kat Beyer (series): After surviving being possessed by a demon, 
sixteen-year-old Mia leaves her family in New York to stay with cousins in Milan, Italy, where she 
must study her family's heritage of demon catching in order to stay alive. 

Possess by Gretchen McNeil: Enlisted to help in dangerous cases of demonic possession, a 
teenaged exorcist discovers a race of part-demons intent on raising their forefathers to the earth in 

human form. 

The Stars Never Rise by Rachel Vincent (series): In a world ruled by the 
brutally puritanical Church and its army of black-robed exorcists, sixteen-
year-old Nina tries to save her pregnant younger sister from the Church's 
wrath and discovers that not only is the Church run by demons but that Nina 
herself is one of the very few who can genuinely exorcise them. 

The Girl from the Well by Rin Chupeco (series): A dead girl walks the 
streets. She hunts murderers. Child killers, much like the man who threw her 
body down a well three hundred years ago. And when a strange boy bearing 
stranger tattoos moves into the neighborhood so, she discovers, does 
something else. And soon both will be drawn into the world of eerie doll 
rituals and dark Shinto exorcisms that will take them from American suburbia 
to the remote valleys and shrines of Aomori, Japan. Because the boy has a 

terrifying secret - one that would just kill to get out. 


